
Absolute Preferences from the Dynamic Point of View 

In our first outing, we attacked the Filtration Problem with the use 
of infinities (O's in the log domain). Let us take a more intellectually 
vigorous position on the matter. 

First, we need to admit dynamism into the theory. We let a representation 
R change to R' , but only if Har(R') > Har(R). This is the general 
principle of harmonic dynamics. 

To complete the story, we need a sufficient condition for the 
transition, since not at all harmonic changes can be freely made. Here 
we can call on what P. Smolensky has termed the 'kinematics' or the 
structure of the space through which the system is evolving. That is, 
from a point R in the space, only certain other points will be accessible; 
call this the 'accessible ball' or a-ball for short. If R' belongs 
to the a-ball of R, then transition to R' is required. 

Now, the interesting move is to get ABSOLUTE constraints out 
of this type of comparative preference. EX: take a language in which 
all syllables must be CV. What happens to an input CCV? In the old 
story, a -infinity value was assigned to the syllabic parse of CCV, 
because the initial C could only be parsed as an a-nuclear syllable, which 
in this language is not admitted. We want to get this result by 
comparison with a BETTER alternative, the standard form of 
harmonic/markedness reasoning. So, let us admit a 'repair strategy'-- 
say, delete a C not part of a good syllable. This, construed kinematically, 
puts R' = CV in the a-ball of R=CCV. Therefore, any input CCV must surface 
as CV. 

[NOTE: what I am trying to ascribe to kinematics is the Cost of 
Transition from one state to the next, which cannot be equated with 
the harmonic distance between the states. 

Note also that in the text this Cost is discretized in terms of 
membership in the a-ball; but Cost should probably be graded] 

The next move is to specify what DOMAIN of structure (morpheme, 
word, etc) falls under this kinematics. This should then determine the 
apparent character of the constraint -- e.g. 'true of underlying forms', 
'of stems', 'of surface forms'. 

The striking feature of this line is that you can't have 
a constraint w/o a repair strategy. So the move here is to derive 
the recapitulative relation between Morpheme Structure Conditions and 
Phonological Rules (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth) via the rule (=repair 
strategy} side. 

Note: PS has prepared a set of notes on the ensuing discussion, trying 
to ·get English-like nasal assimilation.] 




